
Maximising Christmas  
for your brand: 
Report and Playbook



COVID has upended the way we live and work. This year, it’s changing 
the way we celebrate the holidays, too. The good news is that consumers 
are optimistic: Looking forward to escaping lockdown, Australians 
have already gotten a jump on shopping, with most planning to spend 
the same or even more than years past. On the other hand, lingering 
uncertainties and new behavior are challenging brands to rethink their 
standard Christmas strategies. 

In this playbook, you’ll find hot-off-the-press data from our recent study 
with YouGov, with new insights into this year’s Christmas consumers. 
You’ll also find concrete recommendations on how to position your 
brand for success.
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Brands may be hoping for a Christmas miracle this year, but a key question is whether 
consumers are ready to open their wallets this holiday season — or whether uncertainty 
and lockdowns have left them wary.

Fortunately, nearly three in four say that they plan to spend the same or more this 
Christmas, despite uncertainty surrounding lockdowns. Millennials are even more likely 
to spend more (36 percent), with only 28 percent saying they plan to wait for more 
stability before making bigger purchases. This trend holds true across gifts for family 
and friends, food, beverages and entertaining, and household decorations. 

By generation By genderAustralia
average

AU
average

Gen Z Millennials Gen X Baby
Boomers

Males Females

% of the following audience personas who say 
they will spend more

Source: YouGov, 2021 (commissioned survey by The Trade Desk)

Optimism in
the face of COVID-19

22%

39%
35%

25%
28%

17%

5%
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Unsurprisingly, few Australians expect to travel domestically this year: Six in ten say
it’s unlikely they’ll be able to travel for the holidays. Many have earmarked their travel 
funds for other purchases: 43 percent say they plan to spend their travel funds elsewhere, 
including on gifts, meals and groceries, and goods or services for themselves.

Fortunately, nearly three in four say that they plan to spend the same or more this 
Christmas, despite uncertainty surrounding lockdowns. Millennials are even more
likely to spend more (36 percent), with only 28 percent saying they plan to wait for
more stability before making bigger purchases. This trend holds true across gifts for 
family and friends, food, beverages and entertaining, and household decorations. 

Frustrated travelers plan 
to spend elsewhere

WHAT ARE CONSUMERS PLANNING
TO PURCHASE THIS CHRISTMAS?

GROCERIES

APPAREL AND ACCESSORIES

TOYS, GAMES, AND COLLECTIBLES

HEALTH AND PERSONAL CARE

MAKEUP AND FRAGRANCES

57%

37%

33%

31%

27%
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40 percent of online shoppers plan to make more online purchases this Christmas. 
Given that four in five Australians now shop online at least once a month, Christmas 
2021 is gearing up to be the biggest online shopping season of all time. 

Spotlight on: 

parents

HOW OFTEN DO AUSTRALIANS SHOP ONLINE?

Australian children may be the biggest winners of 
all this year: 45 percent of parents with kids at home 
say they plan to spend more on Christmas gifts.

Parents with children in the home are also more likely to:

• Make more online purchases this Christmas (50%)
• Be open to learning about new brands (76%)
• Take advantage of buy-now, pay-later service (43%)

SEVERAL TIMES A WEEK

AT LEAST ONCE A WEEK

AT LEAST A FEW TIMES A MONTH

AT LEAST ONCE A MONTH

21%

34%

57%

79%

Expect the biggest online 
shopping season ever
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There are two basic personas advertisers should be aware of: planners, who research 
purchases ahead of time, and impulse buyers, who tend to click “add to cart” spontaneously 
and without extensive planning or research. 

Just 23 percent of Australians identify as impulse buyers, but during the Christmas season, 
that number rises by 60 percent. What’s more, impulse shoppers are twice as likely to say 
they plan to spend more this Christmas than planners — making them a key persona for 
brands this season.

While the paths to purchase look very different for these two personas, brands need to 
reach and influence both to maximise success:

A longer path to purchase among planners provides more opportunities for brands 
to engage shoppers. The challenge, however, is to remain top of mind throughout 
the journey as planners move from the upper to the mid funnel. Advertisers should 
double down on branding to drive both awareness and consideration as planners 
evaluate alternatives. This is particularly true for brands selling big ticket items, 
which most Australians plan for.

Among impulse shoppers, the key challenge is driving brand recall and preference 
before the moment of purchase.

In general 23% 77%

23% 77%

37% 63%

11% 89%

Xmas sales

Purchasing daily
necessities

Purchasing big
ticket items

1

2

Impulsive

Planned

Shopper personas:
planners vs impulse buyers
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A large proportion of Australians are “brand switchers”:
39 percent are neutral or indifferent to the brands they 
currently use, but that rises to 51 percent when buying
gifts for others. Just over half of Aussies are interested in 
learning about new brands during Christmas sales events.

Christmas therefore presents both a challenge and an 
opportunity for marketers. With one in two consumers 
willing to try new brands during this time — especially when 
purchasing gifts for others — advertisers should look beyond 
last mile marketing and focus on driving brand fundamentals 
to retain regular customers who may not be brand loyal.
At the same time, marketers who are consistently investing
in brand awareness efforts may be able to win new customers 
from competitors, especially among impulse shoppers
and parents.

Christmas presents opportunities for brands to invest in and 
activate first-party data. 54 percent of Aussies enjoy receiving 
personalised offers and deals from brands they love.

Younger consumers are even more likely to respond 
positively to personalised offers: 62 percent of Gen Z’ers 
and 63 percent of Millennials say they welcome them 
from brands. Meanwhile, the average Australian subscribes 
to three loyalty programs, while a minority (20 percent) 
subscribes to four or more. 

How’s that for loyalty?

Invest in first-party data
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With global supply chains in disarray, many shoppers
say they’re going to get an early start on Christmas.

Nearly two in three Aussies say they’ll start shopping for 
Christmas essentials early this year. Christmas spending 
across gifts, home décor, and food and drink is expected
to accelerate rapidly beginning in late October.

Source: YouGov, 2021 (commissioned survey by The Trade Desk)

Food and drink

Christmas decor

Christmas gifts

How early are Australians shopping for Christmas?
When Aussies plan to shop, % of audience
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Australians now divide their screen time across numerous digital channels. Streaming 
TV through BVOD services claims the highest total percentage of daily screen time — 
18 to 50 percent higher than short-form online video sites like YouTube. But consumers also 
spend their time reading news online, browsing social media, gaming, and audio streaming.

It’s important for brands to build in touchpoints across multiple digital channels, reaching 
shoppers across their entire range of online activities. Brands that focus budgets exclusively 
on the last media touchpoint before a sale will ignore the journey that preceded it, 
undervaluing how branding shapes and influences the path to purchase.

How are Aussies spending their daily screen time
across channels and platforms?

Marketing to the
full customer journey

18%
watching TV series/

movies online

16% 
browsing websites

12% 
reading news/

articles

9%
streaming 

music 

8%
gaming

17%  
social media

12%  
watching short 
online videos

8%
“others”

63% across the
open internet

28% across
walled gardens
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This Christmas is expected to be a bumper year for online purchases, but few 
consumers shop exclusively online. Most move between online and off, creating a 
complex customer journey with many touchpoints.

Seven in ten Australians who buy apparel and accessories say they mainly or only 
shop in physical stores; one in three say they only shop in physical stores. Just six 
percent say they only shop online for clothing and accessories.  

Similarly, among shoppers who buy items for children, 30 percent say they mainly 
or only shop online; the majority (70 percent) say they shop mainly or only in 
physical stores. 

Purchases for Christmas meals and entertaining are also likely to occur offline: Eight in 
ten Australians who buy groceries say they do so mainly or only in physical stores.

Brands must therefore prepare themselves for a complex “phygital” consumer journey 
that spans online and offline channels.

Pay attention to your brand’s 
“phygital fitness”
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To respond to this changing customer journey, brands must focus on two main areas: 
first, a full-funnel media strategy that transcends media silos. And second, comprehensive 
attribution and measurement geared towards measuring and modeling the total 
contribution of all channels — as opposed to capturing and crediting only the last click.

However important, full-funnel measurement hasn’t always been easy. That’s changing 
fast thanks to the rise of new digital measurement capabilities, which are increasingly 
providing the missing link between upper and mid-funnel advertising and offline purchases. 

For example: The Trade Desk and Unpacked by Flybuys online-to-offline measurement 
solution enables marketers to measure whether people exposed to branding ads later make 
offline purchases at Coles and Liquorland. Since three in four consumers shop for groceries, 
health, and personal care products mainly or only in physical stores, measurement solutions 
like these are key in helping brands develop, measure, and calibrate a full-funnel media 
strategy during Christmas. 

The importance of
multi-touch attribution

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

DOOH
No. of

touches

3 June

CTV

5 June

Mobile

8 June

Mobile

9 June

Laptop

11 June

Mobile

18 June

Purchase

30 June
User buys product in 

Coles, tracked via
Unpacked by Flybuys

TDID: 202f7381-
64d0-4753-930b-

390dfdc957d1
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With these trends in mind, here are our tips for success this festive season:

Invest in brand basics 
Supplement your performance campaigns with strong branding fundamentals. 
Driving awareness, consideration, and preference remain key to positioning 
your brand for success during a planner’s long and complex customer journey 
— and to influencing last-minute purchases from impulse shoppers.

Build a full-funnel strategy for success 
Implement a media strategy that reaches Australians as they listen to music, 
stream TV and movies on BVOD, browse social media, and read the news 
online. Ensure your measurement strategy captures the full contribution of each 
channel, and that you aren’t focused exclusively on the last click before purchase.

Start early 
Ensure your audience basics are in place now to capture early Christmas 
shoppers: Get pixels on your site and app tracking in place.

Widen your funnel as much as possible to increase reach.

Explore as many channels as possible to increase your 
chance of touching your prospects.

Inspire people to prefer your brand over your competitors.

Continue to engage and remain top of mind to impact
their decisions.

Encourage target actions.

Keep nudging, be more aggressive in frequency.

Measure throughout the funnel, gather insights, optimise, and refine.

1

2

3

Awareness

Consideration

Action

Build a full-funnel strategy for success
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Looking to position your brand for success this Christmas? 
We can help:

Put goals at the center of your buying 
Access an integrated planning and buying experience to build a data-driven marketing 
plan. Optimise campaigns more precisely with our advanced AI engine, KoaTM.

Create a truly omnichannel experience for consumers 
Our extensive inventory partnerships across all major media channels help you stay top of 
mind and effectively build brand awareness with Australians as they stream audio, watch 
BVOD, browse social media, and access news. Plus, understand the full impact of your 
branding strategy on performance with a holistic view of your customer’s path to purchase.

Drive and measure key brand metrics 
Measure the impact of your investment on brand and business metrics with brand lift 
measurement partners Nielsen, InMobi Pulse, and Lucid. And understand whether your 
ads have inspired shoppers to visit physical stores with footfall solutions from Lifesight, 
Foursquare, and Adsquare.

Access exclusive measurement partnerships that help you measure real-world results 
Track the sales impact of your full-funnel online campaigns by linking exposure to online 
ads with purchase transactions — both online and offline — through our partnership 
with Flybuys. 

Get certified in digital marketing with free access to Edge Academy
Want to beef up on programmatic basics, or level up your skills from intermediate
to advanced? Get started at The Trade Desk Edge Academy for free.

Have the best Christmas 
ever with The Trade Desk
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Viewers should not place reliance on, or make decisions based upon the 
content of this playbook. The Trade Desk and YouGov accepts no liability 

for any loss or damage resulting from any reliance on this playbook.


